The table below summarises the geometric issues observed across the polymeric chains and their fit to the electron density. The red, orange, yellow and green segments on the lower bar indicate the fraction of residues that contain outliers for >=3, 2, 1 and 0 types of geometric quality criteria. A grey segment represents the fraction of residues that are not modelled. The numeric value for each fraction is indicated below the corresponding segment, with a dot representing fractions <=5% The upper red bar (where present) indicates the fraction of residues that have poor fit to the electron density. The numeric value is given above the bar.
Note EDS was not executed.
Mol Chain Length
Quality of chain 1 A 695
The following table lists non-polymeric compounds, carbohydrate monomers and non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains that are outliers for geometric or electron-density-fit criteria:
Mol Type Chain Res Chirality Geometry Clashes Electron density 4 3ID A 694 -X X -2 Entry composition i ○ There are 5 unique types of molecules in this entry. The entry contains 5386 atoms, of which 0 are hydrogens and 0 are deuteriums.
In the tables below, the ZeroOcc column contains the number of atoms modelled with zero occupancy, the AltConf column contains the number of residues with at least one atom in alternate conformation and the Trace column contains the number of residues modelled with at most 2 atoms.
• Molecule 1 is a protein called LACTOTRANSFERRIN. Residues are color-coded according to the number of geometric quality criteria for which they contain at least one outlier: green = 0, yellow = 1, orange = 2 and red = 3 or more. A red dot above a residue indicates a poor fit to the electron density (RSRZ > 2). Stretches of 2 or more consecutive residues without any outlier are shown as a green connector. Residues present in the sample, but not in the model, are shown in grey.
Mol Chain Residues
• Molecule 1: LACTOTRANSFERRIN Chain A:   LEU  GLY  LEU  CYS  LEU  ALA  A1  P2  R3  K4  R7  W8  C9  T10  I11  S12  E15  A16  M26  K27  K28  V29  P32  S33  V34  I37  R38  K39  T40  F43  E44  C45  I46  I49  N52  K53  A56  V57  T58  L59  D60  G61  G62  L63  L69  H70  R75  Q83   T84  R85  G86  K87  P88  R91  V95  K100  L106  N107  V112  K113  H116  T117  G118  L119  S122  A123  G124  R133  P134  Y135  L136  P141  P142  V149  F153  V158  P159  C160  N168  R171  L172  C173  A174  G175  T176  E177  C181  S184  S185  Q186  E187  P188   Y189  Y192  A203  G204  D205  K210  D211  S212  L218  E221  A222  E223  R224  D225  E228  L229  L230  C231  P232  D233  N234  T235  R236  V239  D240  K243  V250  P251  S252  H253  V256  G262  R263  E264  D265  L266  I267  W268  K269  L270  L271  A274  E277  F278  G279  R280  N281   A285  F286  Q287  L288  E295  L298  L299  F300  S303  A304  L305  P311  G317  L320  L325  T328  Q329  N330  L331  R332  A339  R342  E343  C348  E354  E355  R356  K357  C358  K359  Q360  W361  V364  A374  S375  T376  T377  E378  E379  C380  L383  L392  N393   G397  Y400  G403  K404  V410  E413  N414  Q415  K416  S417  A422  P423  D424  R428  V436  V439  R440  K441  S442  D443  A444  D445  K455  T459  G460  V461  T464  A465  A466  W467  N468  I469  P470  M471  G472  L473  L474  F475  T478  F486  S500  L501  C502  A503  L504   K514  C515  M516  P517  E521  R522  Y523  Y526  F530  R531  C532  L533  A534  E535  K536  A537  V546  T547  V548  L549  Q550  N551  T552  P559  K562  D563  L564  K565  Q566  L571  L572  T577  R578  K579  P580  V581  A582  E583  H588  R591  A592  P593  N594  D602  R603  A604  L607   Q615  F618  G619  D624  C625  P626  G627  K628  F629  C630  L631  F632  L640  C647  L648  L651  Q652  G653  K654  T655  T656  Y657  E658  E664  Y665  V666  T667  S668  I669  T670  R673  S678  P679  L680  L681  A685  A689 4 Data and refinement statistics i ○ Xtriage (Phenix) and EDS were not executed -this section is therefore incomplete. The Z score for a bond length (or angle) is the number of standard deviations the observed value is removed from the expected value. A bond length (or angle) with |Z| > 5 is considered an outlier worth inspection. RMSZ is the root-mean-square of all Z scores of the bond lengths (or angles).
Mol Chain Bond lengths Bond angles
There are no bond length outliers.
All (8) There are no chirality outliers.
There are no planarity outliers.
Too-close contacts i ○
In the following table, the Non-H and H(model) columns list the number of non-hydrogen atoms and hydrogen atoms in the chain respectively. The H(added) column lists the number of hydrogen atoms added and optimized by MolProbity. The Clashes column lists the number of clashes within the asymmetric unit, whereas Symm-Clashes lists symmetry related clashes. The all-atom clashscore is defined as the number of clashes found per 1000 atoms (including hydrogen atoms). The all-atom clashscore for this structure is 19.
Mol Chain Non-H H(model) H(added) Clashes Symm-Clashes
All (198) There are no symmetry-related clashes.
Torsion angles i ○

Protein backbone i ○
In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent Ramachandran outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the backbone conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. In the following table, the Percentiles column shows the percent sidechain outliers of the chain as a percentile score with respect to all X-ray entries followed by that with respect to entries of similar resolution.
Mol Chain Analysed Favoured Allowed Outliers Percentiles
The Analysed column shows the number of residues for which the sidechain conformation was analysed, and the total number of residues. 5.4 Non-standard residues in protein, DNA, RNA chains i ○ There are no non-standard protein/DNA/RNA residues in this entry.
Mol
Carbohydrates i ○
There are no carbohydrates in this entry.
Ligand geometry i ○
Of 6 ligands modelled in this entry, 2 are monoatomic -leaving 4 for Mogul analysis.
In the following In the following table, the Chirals column lists the number of chiral outliers, the number of chiral centers analysed, the number of these observed in the model and the number defined in the chemical component dictionary. Similar counts are reported in the Torsion and Rings columns. '-' means no outliers of that kind were identified. There are no chirality outliers.
Mol Type Chain Res Link Chirals Torsions Rings
There are no torsion outliers.
There are no ring outliers. 
Other polymers i ○
There are no such residues in this entry.
